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Introduction  
Theory  
With collective strong sound wave head, strong sound wave of 40000HZ may be emitted 
to vibrate fat cells at top speed and produce numerous vacuum air pockets inside and 
outside the fat cells, robustly impact fat cells to generate introverted blast and disintegrate 
triglyceride into glycerol and free fatty acids. Then RF waves at frequency of 1MHZ is 
used for exhausting the integrated glycerol and free fatty acids through hepatoenteral 
circulation. Finally, vacuum RF and energy electrode are used for positioning and 
tightening fat. In physics, it is known as "cavitation". Micropore introvertedblast inside 
and outside cell may lead to enhanced molecular motion and a higher energy level and 
this will finally cause fat cell rupture and there achieve the effects of body building and 
losing weight. 

1. Dissolve fat, lymphatic drainage, firm skin and enhance skin elasticity Negative 
pressure RF head 

Being integrated with the most advanced RF technology and radio frequency, 
the instrument may directly reach the deep-seated fat body and have the 
excellence of targeted positioning RF. In the fast-active state, fat cell tissue may 
generate friction heat, increase local temperature and remove excess fat and 
toxin from the body through sweat gland, enterohepatic circulation and lymph 
and ultimately achieve the effect of dissolving fat.With controlled depth 
technology, inlaid diamond particles of different sizes may rub skin alongits 
pattern, adjust suction strength by means of vacuum draw and rub with negative 
pressure strongforce to directly explode thick fat. Thus, the effects are very 
obvious: enhance blood circulation, accelerate the decomposition of fat, take 
away wastes, enhance the effect of removing cellulite, effectively improve the 
state of areolar tissue, remove stubborn fat and improve the sufficient 
absorption condition of diet products. 

2. Strong force explosion fat and fat removal 

Strong sound wave explosion fat head With collective strong sound wave head, 
strong sound wave of 40000HZ may be emitted to human body for impacting 
fat cells fiercely and causing friction motion between fat cells. This may cause 
effective consumption of calories and moisture in fat cells and reduce the size 
of fat cells. What's more, sound wave vibration may cause fierce impact of fat 
cells to make them be exploded instantaneously, reduce the amount of fat cells 
and thereby achieve the effects of removing fat. 
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3. Vacuum RF 

For body and face re-shaping. Weight loss Vaccum+RF fat-explosion machine 
can promote tissue metabolism, repel the cellulite, which make fat granule in 
different depths and shocking make fusion energy, and the deepest receptor can 
get granule in 3CM thick of skin, and rapid expansion and the rapid heating of 
the cell wall that exceed the elastic limits and arises cells broken, so that the 
combustion of fatty acids at the same time broken out of a pot, not only the 
burning consumption of fatty acids but also more directly emptying so rapidly 
reduce the size of granule. 

4. Tripolar RF Facial wrinkle elimination, tightening and lifting 

Facial RF head capacitive coupling electrode is used for transmitting radio-wave 
energy and generating an electric field for entering into subcutaneous tissue 
through the skin surface. In the high-frequency of 450khz, this electric field 
changes its polarity for 450,000 times per second. To reply to the rapid change 
in electrode, directions of electrical particles the skin are also changed. By this 
time, natural electric resistance in the subcutaneous tissue moves and generates 
heat energy. As thepapillary dermis collagen may immediately shrink when the 
temperature is within the range from 60 to 70 celcius degree, after wrinkle 
treatment, client may immediately sense the skin tightening effects as it is being 
lifted and firmed. When collagen is produced continuously, thickness and 
density of the skin papillary dermis may be increased to remove wrinkles, 
eliminate scars, restore skin elasticity and gloss and make it be blonde and 
smooth. While collagen is increased, fresh skin is generated in the position of 
operation and wrinkles are removed by large amount of cells. In addition, when 
cortex without elasticity or that with thick horny layer in the area with wrinkles 
is separated, surrounding skin will also be renewed. 

5. Tripolar small RF for face and eye around 

A tripolar facial lifting is a non-surgical, non-invasive cosmetic technique that 
safely and effectively improves the health and appearance of the skin.A tripolar 
facial lifting uses technologies developed in the medical and physiotherapy fields 
to activate the skin's natural chemicals responsible for health and vitality. A 
tripolar facial lifting provides satisfying aesthetic results with less risk of side 
effects compared to a traditional face lift. The A tripolar facial lifting procedure 
is proven safe and effective, delivering results at a fraction of the cost of 
traditional procedures. 

It can removal wrinkle and tighten skin, whiten and tender skin, shrinken pores, 
dispel black eye socket, pouch and crow's-feet, removal the yellow skin, removal 
face edema, removal face toxin, lifting face, speed up the secrete of skin, neck 
care, removal neck wrikle, tighten and whiten skin. 
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6. Lipo Laser 

It Adopts latest innovation in non-surgical, non-invasive laser lipolysis. Its Lipo 
laser emits low levels of laser energy, which creates a chemical signal in the fat 
cells, breaking down the stored triglycerides into free fatty acids, glycerol and 
water molecules, the same natural response initiated by the body anytime it needs 
to use its stored energy reserves. These free fatty acids are then transported 
throughout the body by the lymphatic system to supply the body with energy, 
again just as if the body would respond in times of caloric scarcity. 

 

What kind of results can I expect?  
Results can vary greatly from patient to patient. However, most proponents of ultrasonic 
cavitation claim that you’ll see:  

• Tightening of skin and reduced cellulite (due to the production of new collagen 
and elastic fibers)  

• Reduced circumference in the treated area (due to fat-cell release)	
• An overall contoured appearance (due to a combination of the benefits listed 

above)  

How many treatments do I need and how often 
should I be treated to see results?  
Between 8 and 12 sessions are needed for optimum results. The exact number of 
treatments needed will vary due to factors such as age, weight, and the area being treated.  

Is this procedure invasive?  
No 

Is there any downtime?  
No 

What are the different types of machines used for 
ultrasonic cavitation? Are there major differences 
between them?  
“Ultrasonic cavitation” is a catchall term for noninvasive liposuction that works through 
low-frequency sound waves. Different spas and doctor’s offices use different devices to 
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perform their procedures. Though similar, the machines can differ when it comes to the 
precise frequency and concentration of the sound waves.  

How long do results last?  
Ultrasonic cavitation does not destroy fat cells; rather, it empties them of their contents, 
which means the cells are capable of storing fat again. A balanced diet is the only way to 
ensure lasting results. Those who take in more calories than they burn will see their 
improvement start to decrease over time.  

Is it Safe?  
Ultrasound cavitation is extremely safe. During treatment, the process is comfortable 
and completely painless. Once the fat is released, some patients have noticed that they 
feel warmer or unwell temporarily. This is due to the release of thermal energy and 
detoxification of the body. Even though cavitation is extremely effective, women should 
still eat a high fiber, healthy diet. Drinking water will help the liver to metabolize fat and 
ensure that the procedure is successful. In addition, diet and exercise will help ensure 
that the procedure is not needed again.  

Although side effects are rare, the most common symptoms are swelling or redness in 
the treated area. These side effects normally go away within a couple of days or weeks. 
Some people may notice more urine after treatment due to the release of toxins and 
waste by the body. In addition, individuals may have drier skin following their treatment. 
This may last for a few days and can be reduced using lotions that contain aloe vera. In 
general, most people can resume their normal life as soon as the treatment is complete. 
If there are symptoms, individuals should always discuss their concerns with a doctor or 
qualified medical professional.  
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Package Including:  
1. Multipolar RF Head for Body x 1 

2. 40KHz Cavitation Head x 1 

3. Vacuum Biploar RF Head x 1 

4. Tripolar RF Head for Faceand Eyes' Around x 1  

5. Quadrupole RF Head for Face and Body x 1 

6. Big lipo laser pads x 6  

7. Small lipo laser pads x 2  

8. Power cord x 1 
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Program Settings  
40 K Cavitation Handle  

  
 

1. Press  and  to adjust the working time. 

2. Press  to decrease the energy and press  to increase the energy 

3. Press to select mode, two modes can be chosen (A, B) 

4. Press  to stark or pause operation 

 

Note: If user is hearing a "ringing" in the ear while using the 40k head, 
changing the mode will help reduce and or eliminate the ringing. There is no 
right or wrong modes, if "A" does not present an issue, there is no need to 
change the modes.  
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IMPORTANT: A common misconception is that you are supposed to 

"feel" something with the 40k head. Some users may, some may not. The difference is 
between each body type. the purpose of the unit is not to heat your skin but produce 
ultrasonic waves to help reduce the fat cells. To ensure your 40k head is working, 
please test it as it’s shown below.  

Please do not adjust the frequency higher than 37khz. 34-37 is recommended.  
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Body Vacuum + Bipolar RF 

  
 

1. Press  and  to adjust the working time. 

2. Press  to decrease the energy and press  to increase the energy 

3. Press  to adjust the suction, press  
to the release, suction must be higher than release  

4. Press to select mode, two modes can be chosen (A, B) 

5. Press  to stark or pause operation 
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Use the probe to massage in a circular motion after applying sliming cream/cavitation 
gel for about 30-40 minutes. It will quicken the blood circulation to the part treated and 
help with decomposing fat.  

• Apply cavitation gel to the part of skin being treated before the treatment.   
• Keep close contact between the probe and the skin.   
• Adjust the intensity from low to high often.   
• Please do not stare directly into the color light on the handle.   

 
If your vacuum appears to not have any suction, it could be the Negative Pressure 
Regulation knob on the back of your unit. Please slowly adjust by turning the knob 
clockwise.   
 

  

  
 
Over time, your vacuum may become clogged from dried up gel or particles. To clean 
the handle, you will need to twist the head counter-clockwise and unscrew the parts in 
figure 1 and 2. Taking a q- tip to clean in-between. This will resolve the clog and your 
vacuum will resume as normal.  
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In order for the vacuum handle to work properly and effectively on 2.0 Cavitation 
Machines, there are a few steps that need to be taken to ensure it is working.  

1) There is a clear plastic piece (vacuum pump) that needs to be attached to the back of 
the unit. Please reference the attached picture.  

  

 

2) The vacuum hose needs to be inserted into the back of the machine with the gold 
prong with the outer black lining.  
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Tripolar RF Handle    
To enhance rejuvenation: the use of positive and negative micro-current activation 
energy release skin cells so that rapid synthesis of fibroblasts collagen revert to the 
original form. It will help prevent skin aging, restoring skin elasticity and eliminating 
wrinkles.  

 

1. Press  and  to adjust the working time. 

2. Press  to decrease the energy and press  to increase the energy 

3. Press to select mode, two modes can be chosen (A, B) 

4. Press  to stark or pause operation 
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Body RF Handle  
Being integrated with the most advanced RF technology and radio frequency, this 
instrument may directly reach the deep-seated fat within the body and help generate 
friction between the fat cells in order to remove them through the sweat glands.  

  
 

1. Press  and  to adjust the working time. 

2. Press  to decrease the energy and press  to increase the energy 

3. Press to select mode, two modes can be chosen (A, B) 

4. Press  to stark or pause operation 
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Face RF Handle  
  
A capacitive coupling electrode is used for transmitting radio-wave energy and generating 
an eclectic field entering into the tissue through the skin surface. At 450KHZ, this electric 
field changes its polarity about 450,000 times per second. To reply to the rapid change 
in electrode, directions of electrical particles on the skin are also changed. By this time, 
natural electric resistance in the subcutaneous tissues are moved and generates head 
energy. As the papillary dermis collagen may immediately shrink when the temperature 
is within the range of 60-70 Celsius. After wrinkle treatment, the end user may 
immediately sense the skin tightening.  

  
 

1. Press  and  to adjust the working time. 

5. Press  to decrease the energy and press  to increase the energy 

6. Press to select mode, two modes can be chosen (A, B) 

7. Press  to stark or pause operation 
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Lipo Laser  
The treatment should last around 30 min per area. The intensity should be 
adjusted from low to high gradually, different people need different energy, 
please adjust it in a way you feel comfortable with it. If you don’t feel 
comfortable, please stop the treatment. 
 
Big pads are intended for big areas, such as belly and waist. Small pads for 
small body areas such as the face. Please use the belts and adjust them. 
 
We recommend 2 treatments per week. You can do more than one area at the 
same time. We advise using gel when doing the lipo laser treatment. 
 
Adjust the belts in the area where you want to treat, then insert the pads close to 
the skin as it's shown below. 
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1. Press  laser pad botton and adjust the time and energy 

2. Press  to choose the mode and press start to begin operation 
 

After the treatment, please turn off the machine, laser pads, and the power supply. Use 
a clean towel to clean the pads and the machine. Please do not clean the pads with 
alcohol. The machine needs 30 min to cool down after using it for 2 hours. The device 
should not be used for more than 9 hours per day.  
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Treatment Procedures 
Abdomen, thigh, buttocks, and arms slimming  
Please clean the skin and use cavitation gel on treatment area, turn on the machine, set 
the time and energy. Use an energy level that is most comfortable to the end user. Follow 
these steps 

• Use the body RF head for 5 minutes.   
• Use the 40k Cavitation head for 20-25 minutes.   
• Use the body RF Vacuum head for 20-25 minutes.   
• Use the lipo laser for 15-20 min 
• Do this for 2-3 times a week, allowing 24 hours in between for recovery.   

Face, area around the eyes, neck skin lifting   
Please clean the skin and use cavitation gel on treatment area, turn on the machine, set 
the time and energy. Use an energy level that is most comfortable to the end user. Follow 
these steps 

• Use face radio frequency head for 15-20 minutes.   
• Use eye radio frequency head for 10-15 minutes.   
• Do this for 2-3 times a week, allowing 24 hours in between for recovery.   

 

Face   
Treated time: 30 minutes  

1. Massage the mandible center in circles to produce deep heat   
2. Massage lower jaw in lines 
3. Massage the triangle zone of both sides of the face in a circular motion   
4. Massage from jaw to angulus oris, to ear in lines 
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Thighs   
Treated time: 30 minutes  

1. From lower to upper, pushing to the groin to dredge the lymph 
2. From lower to upper, circling by counter-clockwise will help with 

decomposing fat 
3. You can also use the push and release technique to help decompose fat 
4. Pull from the knee and muscle to the upper thighs, will help improve the 

curve 
 

     
 

Back    
Treated time: 20-30 minutes  

1. Use the push and release technique, going up and down the side of the spine 
2. Use counter-clockwise circles to stimulate the underarm 
3. Do mini counter-clockwise circles to help decompose the fat  
4. Using the lymph drainage gesture, pull the toxin to the lymph node, it can help 

improve the back curve 
 

     
 

Arm (Back Side)  
Treated time: 20-30 minutes  
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1. From the inner elbow to the armpit 
2. Circling to stimulate lymph node	
3. Use the push and release technique to help decompose the fat 
4. From the elbow to the shoulder blades, clinch fist and flex 

    

Abdomen  
Treated time: 20-30 minutes  

1. From small to large, use a clockwise direction, circling around the navel. Can 
help with peristalsis of the large intestine 

2. From small to large, use a counter-clockwise direction and pushing down 
3. From the belly, pull to the groin 
4. Through lymph drainage gesture, taking the toxin out 
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Installation  
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Post Treatment  
What happens to your skin after your RF treatment  
  

As the radio frequency energy enters 
your skin and penetrates deep down 
the epidermis and dermis, you could 
expect that the heat generated could 
cause typical reactions.  
Usually, post RF procedure 
reactions of the skin may include 
redness, sensitivity, swelling, heated 
sensations, and in some cases, mild 
pain. If the radio frequency skin 
tightening session comes with a peel 
treatment, tiny scabs might also 
appear.  
 

These effects naturally occur and are generally considered as normal. However, 
RF-treated skin demands a specific list of the things you should or shouldn’t 
do. This is to achieve the best results possible and avoid worst-case scenarios 
that could happen to your skin.  
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Things not to do after a RF session  

Sunbathing or anything that has something to do with direct exposure 
to sunlight  

  
When you have undergone a radiofrequency treatment, your 
skin was already exposed to a high amount of heat which causes 
burning sensations. Sunbathing or prolonged exposure to 
sunlight could add further irritation or even damage your rf 
treated skin.  

So, if you do not want burnt skin, avoid staying too much under 
the scorching heat of the sun. If you have no choice and you 
really need to go out, you should apply sunscreen that has at 
least SPF 30. Bonus tip: Stay fashionable while at the same 
time protecting your skin from sun rays by wearing different 
kinds of hats or by using hip umbrellas.  

Tanning  
  
Since you are not allowed to stay out in the sun too 
much, you might think that tanning can be an 
alternative. Well, just in case you’re wondering, the 
answer is definitely NO. Tanning beds, or tanning 
procedures of all sorts use ultraviolet rays, just like 
the natural sunlight.  

Radiofrequency energy plus UV rays would be too 
much for your skin to absorb. Tanning after 
radiofrequency tightening could cause your skin to 
be more sensitive and increases the likelihood of 
damaged cells.  

True, sun-kissed looking skin is nice, but no to 
tanning for now. You should rather eat foods rich in 
vitamin A, such as carrots. Vitamin A helps in the 
production of new skin cells and if you take more 
vitamin A, your skin may as well recover fast.  
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Scratching or Skin Picking  
  
Do not scratch scabs if they are formed. Even if scabs can 
be itchy, control the urge to scratch them and refrain from 
skin picking. Scabs are indicators that the skin beneath 
isn’t fully healed.  

If you keep on trying to remove them, the newly forming 
cells will be exposed. Your skin might also bleed. This can 
lead to further skin damage and deep scarring. If itching 
persists, gently apply an antimicrobial ointment on the 
scabs to relieve the unpleasant feeling. Allow them to fall 
off naturally.  

You wouldn’t wish for a larger scar after all, right?  
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Drinking even a little alcohol 
 Perhaps, you happen to be invited to a party. This is fine, 
but remember, do not drink alcoholic beverages if you’ve 
just undergone a radiofrequency procedure. The treatment 
will be useless if you do this.  

 Since your liver is involved in the process, it needs to fully 
cooperate after the treatment. Taking in alcohol is never a 
good idea because your liver will first remove the alcohol 
from your body instead of the deactivated fat cells. Drink 
more water instead. 

Drinking coffee, tea or soda  
You’ve been advised to increase your water consumption to at 
least three liters per day. When we say water, that’s none other 
than H20. Coffee, juices, tea, and carbonated drinks are excluded 
from the list.  

It is important to keep your body hydrated to help your skin 
recover fast and make it more young- looking. Drinking coffee 
and other beverages that have caffeine can dehydrate the body 
rather than rehydrate it.  

On the other hand, water helps in reducing excess fat in the 
body, thus making the rf treatment results more visible and 
achievable. So, after your session, stay away from fast food 
chains or coffee shops no matter how alluring they may seem. 
You know that looks can be deceiving. So, be loyal to water.  

Hot Shower or Hot Baths and Saunas  

  
We definitely understand that hot shower, hot bath, spa and 
sauna are all relaxing. However, instead of offering your rf 
treated skin with relaxation, these things might rather cause 
trauma or irritation on the body parts treated.  

It is advisable that you shower with cool water. But if you really 
want something warm to rinse your body, a lukewarm bath is 
okay.  

Keep in mind that the water’s temperature shouldn’t be too high. Hot temperature could 
aggravate the condition of the skin that has been through intense radio frequencies and 
delay its recovery.  
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Touching or manipulating the affected area too much  

If you checked yourself in the mirror and you notice 
that your skin is reddish or there’s mild swelling, avoid 
touching the affected area. Touching or manipulating 
it could cause infection and this may spell more 
trouble instead of the desirable results you’re aiming 
for. Meanwhile, to ease the swelling, you may apply a 
clean icepack to the affected area for 15 minutes three 
to four times a day. To relieve the redness of your skin, 
you can apply soothing gels or creams. Your doctor 
may also advise that you use cool moisturizing mists 
on the irritated areas.  

If there are open sores, gently put an antibiotic 
ointment. On your face, you may also use a hydrating 
mask.  

Keeping your sedentary lifestyle  

 Now that you lose cellulite, the appearance 
of stretch marks, and eased your sagging skin, 
just sit back and relax. Oops, that’s what you 
might be thinking right now. Once you’re 
done with your Rf session, the effort doesn’t 
end there. You need to stay active and drop 
that sedentary lifestyle, otherwise, your 
treatment will be no use after all.  

You would likely experience the same problem over and over if you don’t exercise for at 
least 20 minutes after your session. Brisk walking is one form of exercise that’s 
recommended for patients who underwent RF treatment.  

Eating more fatty and unhealthy food  

  
 Giant hamburgers, freshly cooked French fries, popcorns, 
chips- they are all tempting if you’re a fast food junkie. But, 
it’s completely a no-no to eat fatty and unhealthy food right 
after your radio frequency skin tightening session.  
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Please do not use the machine if:  

• You are pregnant or going through menopause, 
• Epileptic, 
• Have malignancy,   
• Recent operation with unhealed wounds, 
• Acute inflammation or epidemical,   
• Have heart disease or using a pacemaker, 
• Kidney (gallstone), 
• Embedded with metal object or silica gel, 
• Genetic Hypersensitivity 

 

Notice  

• Be sure to use cavitation or ultrasonic gel 
• Avoid knocking or dropping the head of the handles 
• To avoid getting burnt, please use gel. The more the better 
• Don't stay in one area during treatment, keep moving and avoid the bones 
• Don't use a disinfectant product on the head, a wet towel is sufficient   
• Please remove all jewelry before using the machine 
• If using the machine for more than an hour, please allow a 10 minute cool down 

period.  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